Abstract. We investigate structural properties of the reduced cross-sectional algebra Cr pBq of a Fell bundle B over a discrete group G. Conditions allowing one to determine the ideal structure of Cr pBq are studied. Notions of aperiodicity, paradoxicality and B-infiniteness for the Fell bundle B are introduced and investigated by themselves and in relation to the partial dynamical system dual to B. For exact, separable Fell bundles satisfying the residual intersection property primitive ideal space of Cr pBq is determined. The results of the paper are shown to be optimal when applied to graph C˚-algebras. Applications to a class of Exel-Larsen crossed products are presented.
Introduction
Many of C˚-algebras studied in literature are equipped with a natural additional structure which can be used to study their properties. This structure can be exhibited by a group co-action (or a group action if the underlying group is abelian) or more generally by a group grading of the C˚-algebra. It allows one to investigate the C˚-algebra by means of the associated Fell bundle of subspaces determining the grading. Fell bundles over discrete groups proved to be a convenient framework for studying crossed products corresponding to global or partial group actions, and were successfully applied to diverse classes of C˚-algebras, [16] , [18] , [1] . Moreover, the approach based on Fell bundles has recently gained an increased interest in an analysis of C˚-algebras associated to generalized graphs [7] , Nica-Pimsner algebras [8] , and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras [33] , [2] associated to product systems over semigroups. We remark that, in contrast to most of applications in [16] , [18] , [1] , in the latter case the core C˚-algebra corresponding to the unit in the group, as a rule, is non-commutative. The present paper is devoted to investigations of the ideal structure, pure infiniteness and related features of the reduced cross-sectional algebras Cr pBq arising from a Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG over a discrete group G with the unit fiber B e being genuinely a non-commutative C˚-algebra. One of our primary aims is to give convenient C˚-dynamical conditions on B that lead to a coherent treatment unifying various approaches to pure infiniteness of crossed products by group actions [34] , [21] , [47] , [18] , and that are applicable to C˚-algebras arising from semigroup structures. Actually, for a class of Fell bundles we consider, the C˚-algebra Cr pBq has the ideal property, and it is known that in the presence of this property pure infiniteness [23, Definition 4.1] is equivalent to strong pure infiniteness [24, Definition 5.1] . Additionally, if Cr pBq is separable we provide a description of the primitive spectrum of Cr pBq. This together with known criteria for nuclearity of Cr pBq, cf. [16, Proposition 25.10] , form a full toolkit for producing and analyzing graded C˚-algebras that undergo Kirchberg's classification (up to stable isomorphism) via ideal system equivariant KK-theory [22] .
In order to detect pure infiniteness of a non-simple C˚-algebra, one needs to understand its ideal structure. The general algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions assuring that the ideals in the ambient algebra are uniquely determined by their intersection with the core are known. These conditions are exactness and the residual intersection property. They were introduced in the context of crossed products in [48] , then generalized to partial crossed products in [18] and to cross-sectional algebras in [1] . We give a metric characterisation of the intersection property using a notion of topological grading, and we shed light on the notion of exactness of a Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG by characterising it in terms of graded and Fourier ideals in Cr pBq.
An important dynamical condition implying the (residual) intersection property of B is (residual) topological freeness of a dual partial dynamical system pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q defined on the spectrum p B e of the core B e . This result is well-known for crossed products, cf. [4] . Recently, it was generalized to cross-sectional algebras of saturated Fell bundles by the authors of the present paper [33] , and to general Fell bundles by Beatriz Abadie and Fernando Abadie [1] . The system pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q is very useful in investigation of the ideal structure of Cr pBq. In particular, it factorizes to a partial dynamical system on the primitive spectrum PrimpB e q of B e , and we show that for exact, separable Fell bundles satisfying the residual intersection property the primitive ideal space of Cr pBq can be identified with the quasi-orbit space of this dual action on PrimpB e q. We show below that this result applied to graph C˚-algebras C˚pEq with their natural Z-gradings gives a new way of determining primitive ideal space of C˚pEq for an arbitrary graph E satisfying Condition (K). The latter description was originally obtained in [5] by different methods.
In general, the aforementioned dual system is not well suited for determining pure infiniteness of Cr pBq, as it gives no control on positive elements. Therefore we introduce a concept of aperiodicity for Fell bundles, which is related to the aperiodicity condition for C˚-correspondences introduced by Muhly and Solel in [37] . One should note that the origins of this notion go back to the work of Kishimoto [25] and Olesen and Pedersen [38] where the close relationship between this condition and properties of the Connes spectrum were revealed. More recently, similar aperiodicity conditions were investigated in the context of partial actions by Giordano and Sierakowski in [18] . The precise relationship between aperiodicity and topological freeness is not clear, however we prove that, under the additional hypothesis that the primitive ideal space of B e is Hausdorff, topological freeness of the partial dynamical system on PrimpB e q implies aperiodicity of B. We show that a Fell bundle associated to a graph E is aperiodic if and only if E satisfies Condition (L).
Exploiting ideas of Rørdam and Sierakowski [47] , modulo observations made in [30] , we prove that if a Fell bundle B is exact, residually aperiodic, and B e has the ideal property or contains finitely many B-invariant ideals 1 , then Cr pBq has the ideal property and pure infiniteness of Cr pBq is equivalent to proper infiniteness of every non-zero positive element in B e (treated as an element in Cr pBq). If additionally B e has real rank zero then pure infiniteness of Cr pBq is equivalent to proper infiniteness of every non-zero projection in B e . One can find many different dynamical conditions implying proper infiniteness of every non-zero positive element in B e . For instance, in the context of group action this holds for strong boundary actions [34] , n-filling actions [21] , and paradoxical actions [47] , [18] . We note that n-filling actions generalize strong boundary actions and are necessarily minimal and paradoxical actions. However, paradoxical actions considered in [47] , [18] , are acting on totally disconnected spaces, while actions studied in [34] , [21] do not have this restriction. The notion of a paradoxical set can be naturally generalized to the setting of Fell bundles, and we define B-paradoxical elements for an arbitrary Fell bundle B. However, we found that in general B-paradoxicality is hard to be checked in practice. Therefore we also introduce a weaker notion of residually B-infinite elements in B e . We prove that if, in addition to previously mentioned assumptions on B, every non-zero positive element in B e is Cuntz equivalent to a residually infinite element, then Cr pBq is purely infinite. This result can be viewed as a strengthening and unification of all the aforementioned results, as we show that for n-filling actions considered in [21] every non-zero positive element in B e is residually B-infinite for the corresponding Fell bundle. Moreover, we prove that for a graph C˚-algebra and the associated Fell bundle our conditions for pure infiniteness are not only sufficient but also necessary.
Apart from already mentioned applications to partial crossed products and graph C˚-algebras, we use the results of the present paper to study semigroup corner systems pA, G`, α, Lq and their crossed products. These objects are important as they lie on the intersection of various approaches to semigroup crossed products. We explain below that pA, G`, α, Lq can be equivalently treated as an Exel-Larsen system [35] , a semigroup of endomorphisms α " tα t u tPG`, a semigroup of retractions (transfer operators) L " tL t u tPG`, or a group interaction V " tV g u gPG in the spirit of [15] . The semigroup G`we consider is a positive cone in a totally ordered abelian group G, and the maps act on an arbitrary C˚-algebra A. To any corner system pA, G`, α, Lq we associate a Fell bundle B and define the corresponding crossed product A¸α ,L G`to be the cross-sectional algebra C˚pBq. Then we identify A¸α ,L G`as a universal C˚-algebra with respect to certain representations. Thus we see that in the unital case, A¸α ,L G`coincide with the crossed product constructed, using more direct methods, in [32] . We also conclude that pA, G`, α, Lq coincides with Exel-Larsen crossed product introduced in [35] . We manage to formulate in a natural way the constructions and results for the Fell bundle B in terms of the systems α, L and V. This gives us several completely new results, including description of ideal structure, the primitive ideal space of A¸α ,L G`, and criteria for pure infiniteness of A¸α ,L G`. In particular, in the case G`" N, our pure infiniteness criteria imply the result of Ortega and Pardo [39] , cf. Remark 8.23 below.
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, in Section 3, we discuss notions of exactness, intersection property, and topological freeness for a Fell bundle, recently introduced in the context of bundles in [1] . In particular, we give convenient characterizations of exactness (Proposition 3.7) and the intersection property (Proposition 3.15) .
In Section 4 we study the concept of aperiodicity for Fell bundles. We note that aperiodicity of a Fell bundle implies the intersection property (Corollary 4.3) and indicate its relation to topological freeness (Proposition 4.5). In the main result of this section (Theorem 4.10) we give a characterization of pure infiniteness of the reduced cross-sectional algebra Cr pBq of an exact, residually aperiodic Fell bundle B whose unit fiber B e has the ideal property.
Section 5 is devoted to investigation of conditions implying proper infiniteness of elements in the core B e of the cross sectional C˚-algebra Cr pBq. We introduce B-paradoxical elements and closely related residually B-infinite elements for a Fell bundle B. We clarify the relationship between these notions and other conditions of this type studied in the literature. The main result of this section (Theorem 5.13) contains a criterion of pure infiniteness of the reduced cross-sectional algebra of a Fell bundle B, phrased in terms of B-infinite elements.
We describe the primitive ideal space of Cr pBq in Section 6. More specifically, the main result of this section (Theorem 6.8) identifies the primitive ideal space of the reduced crosssectional algebra of a separable, exact Fell bundle B satisfying the residual intersection property both with the space of B-primitive ideals of the trivial fiber (cf. Definition 6.3) and with the quasi-orbit space associated to the partial action dual to B.
In Section 7, we test the results of this paper against graph C˚-algebras C˚pEq equipped with their natural grading over Z. We show that aperiodicity of the associated Fell bundle is equivalent to Condition (L) on the graph E. Likewise, residual aperiodicity of that bundle is equivalent to Condition (K) on the graph. We use our general results to get an alternative way of determining the primitive ideal space of C˚pEq for E satisfying Condition (K) (Corollary 7.8). Finally, we show that our criterion of pure infiniteness is optimal in the sense that in the case of graph C˚-algebras it is not only sufficient but also necessary (Theorem 7.9).
In Section 8, we present various equivalent points of view on a semigroup corner system pA, G`, α, Lq. We associate to pA, G`, α, Lq a Fell bundle B (Proposition 8.6). This allows us to define the crossed product A¸α ,L G`as a cross sectional algebra of B (Definition 8.7). We describe A¸α ,L G`as a universal C˚-algebra for certain representations of pA, G`, α, Lq (Theorem 8.10) and we show it is isomorphic to Exel-Larsen crossed product (Corollary 8.12). The main structural results on A¸α ,L G`are criteria of faithfulness of representations of A¸α ,L G`, description of ideal structure and primitive ideal space (Theorem 8.17), and the criteria for pure infiniteness of A¸α ,L G`(Theorem 8.22). 2. Preliminaries 2.1. C˚-algebras, positive elements and ideals. Let A be a C˚-algebra. By 1 we denote the unit in the multiplier C˚-algebra MpAq. All ideals in C˚-algebras are assumed to be closed and two-sided. All homomorphisms between C˚-algebras are by definition˚-preserving. For actions γ : AˆB Ñ C such as multiplications, inner products, etc., we use the notation:
The set of positive elements in a C˚-algebra A is denoted by A`. In [9] , Cuntz introduced a preorder À on A`, which nowadays is called Cuntz comparison, cf., for instance, [23] . Namely, for any a, b P A`we write a À b whenever there exists a sequence tx k u 8 k"1 in A with xkbx k Ñ a. We say two elements a, b P A`are Cuntz equivalent if both a À b and b À a holds. We recall, see [23, Definition 3.2] , that an element a P A`is infinite if there is b P A`zt0u such that a ' b À a ' 0 in the matrix algebra M 2 pAq. An a P A`zt0u is properly infinite if a ' a À a ' 0. We have the following simple characterisations of these notions, cf. [23, Proposition 3.3(iv) ]. We write « ε to indicate that }a´b} ă ε, for a, b P A.
Proof. We only show (2) . If a is infinite, then there is b P A`zt0u such that for ε ą 0 there is a matrix z "ˆs t˚˙s uch that z˚pa ' 0qz « ε a ' b. The last relation implies that s˚as « ε a, t˚at « ε b and s˚at « ε 0. Hence putting x :" a 1{2 s and y :" a 1{2 t we get x, y P aA such that x˚x « ε a, y˚y « ε b and x˚y « ε 0. Now assume the condition on the right hand side of (2). Then there is b P A`zt0u and sequences tx n u Ď aA, ty n u Ď aA such that xnx n Ñ a, yny n Ñ b and xny n Ñ 0. Since tx n u, ty n u Ď a 1{2 A we can find s n and t n in A with }a 1{2 s n´xn } Ñ 0
and }a 1{2 t n´yn } Ñ 0. Then snas n Ñ a, tnat n Ñ b and snat n Ñ 0. Put z n "ˆs n t n 0 0˙.
We will often exploit [23, Proposition 3.14] which says that a P A`zt0u is properly infinite if and only if a`I in A{I is either zero or infinite for every ideal I in A.
In view of [23, Theorem 4.16] , pure infiniteness for (not necessarily simple) C˚-algebras as introduced in [23] , can be expressed as follows: a C˚-algebra A is purely infinite if and only if every a P A`zt0u is properly infinite. We say that a C˚-algebra A has the ideal property [40] , [42] , if every ideal in A is generated (as an ideal) by its projections. By [42, Proposition 2.14] , in the presence of ideal property pure infiniteness is equivalent to strong pure infiniteness [24, Definition 5.1] .
Let A be a C˚-algebra. We denote by IpAq the set of ideals in A equipped with the Fell topology for which a sub-base of open sets is given by the sets of the form
If A and B are two C˚-algebras, then h : IpAq Ñ IpBq is a homeomorphism if and only if it is a bijection which preserves inclusion of ideals. We denote by IrrpAq the set of all irreducible representations of A, and let PrimpAq :" tker π : π P IrrpAqu be the set of primitive ideals in A. Fell topology restricted to PrimpAq is the usual Jacobson topology. We have a one-to-one correspondence between closed sets in PrimpAq and ideals in A given by: hullpIq :" tP P PrimpAq : P Ě Iu and I " Ş P PhullpIq P , for all I P IpAq. For any ideal I P IpAq we have mutually inverse maps P I Þ Ñ P :" ta P A : aI Ď Iu and P Þ Ñ P I :" P X I that allow us to identify PrimpIq with the open set PrimpAqz hullpIq:
PrimpIq " tP P PrimpAq : P Ğ Iu.
The above identification extends to hereditary subalgebras. Namely, for any hereditary C˚-subalgebra B of A the map P Þ Ñ P X B allows us to assume the identification PrimpBq " tP P PrimpAq : P Ğ Bu.
For any π P IrrpAq we denote by rπs the unitary equivalence class of π. Then rπs Ñ ker π is a well defined surjection from the spectrum p A :" trπs : π P IrrpAqu of A onto PrimpAq, which induces Jacobson topology on p A. Identification (4) lifts to the following identification on the level of spectra:
More generally, for any hereditary C˚-subalgebra B of A identification PrimpBq " tP P PrimpAq : P Ğ Bu lifts to the identification p B " trπs P p A : ker π Ğ Bu. We recall that I P IpAq is a prime ideal if for any pair of J 1 , J 2 P IpAq with J 1 X J 2 Ď I either J 1 Ď I or J 2 Ď I. We denote by PrimepAq the set of prime ideals in A and equip it with Fell topology. It is well known that PrimpAq Ď PrimepAq and if A is separable, then actually PrimpAq " PrimepAq. Let us note that using the identification (5) the inclusion PrimpAq Ď PrimepAq actually means that
for all I, J P IpAq.
2.2.
Hilbert bimodules and induced representations. Let A and B be C˚-algebras. Following [6, 1.8] , by an A-B-Hilbert bimodule we mean a linear space X which is both a left Hilbert A-module and right Hilbert B-module with the corresponding inner products A x¨,¨y : XˆX Ñ A and x¨,¨y B : XˆX Ñ B satisfying:
xxy, zy B " A xx, yyz, x, y, z P X.
Note that then X establishes a Morita-Rieffel equivalence between the ideals A xX, Xy P IpAq and xX, Xy B P IpBq. We recall [46] , see [45, Definition 3.1] , that a Morita-Rieffel (or imprimitivity) A-B-bimodule is an A-B-Hilbert bimodule X such that A xX, Xy " A and xX, Xy B " B.
For the Morita-Rieffel bimodule X the formula More specifically, let X be an A-B-Hilbert bimodule and let π : B Ñ BpH π q be a representation. We define a Hilbert space X b π H π to be a Hausdorff completion of the tensor product vector space X b H with the semi-inner-product given by
Then the formula [45, Corollaries 3.32, 3.33] . In particular, we have h X pker πq " ker`X -Ind A B pπq˘for any π P IrrpBq. Let X be an A-A-Hilbert bimodule. In this case, we will also call X a Hilbert bimodule over A. An ideal I P IpAq is said to be X-invariant if IX " XI. For an X-invariant ideal the quotient space X{XI is naturally a Hilbert bimodule over A{I. In the sequel we will need the following simple fact, which is probably well-known to experts, but we lack a good reference. Lemma 2.2. Let X be a Hilbert bimodule over a C˚-algebra A and let I be an X-invariant ideal in A. Then for any representation π : A{I Ñ BpH π q we have the following unitary equivalence of representations of A:
pX{XIq -Ind π˘˝q -X -Indpπ˝qq where q : A Ñ A{I is the quotient map.
Proof. Note that for any x i P X and h i P H π , i " 1, ..., n, we have
Accordingly, the mapping px`XIq b π h Þ Ñ x b π˝q h, x P X, h P H π , extends by linearity and continuity to a unitary operator V : X{XI b π H π Ñ X b π˝q H π . Unitary V intertwines pX{XIq -Ind π˘˝q and X -Indpπ˝qq because for any a P A, x P X, h P H π we have
2.3. Partial actions. We recall that a partial action of a discrete group G on a C˚-algebra A is a pair α " ptD t u tPG , tα t u tPG q, where for each t P G, α t : D t´1 Ñ D t is an isomorphism between ideals of A such that α e " id A and α st extends α s˝αt for s, t P G.
The second property above is equivalent to the following relations:
The triple pA, G, αq is called partial C˚-dynamical system. There are two C˚-algebras naturally associated to such systems: the full crossed product A¸α G and the reduced crossed product A¸α ,r G (they can be defined in terms of C˚-algebras associated to Fell bundles, see Example 2.5 below). When D t " A for every t P G, we talk about global actions and global C˚-dynamical systems. Any partial action α on a commutative C˚-algebra A " C 0 pΩq, where Ω is a locally compact Hausdorff space, is given by (6) α t pf qpxq :" f pθ t´1 pxqq, f P C 0 pΩ t´1 q, where D t " C 0 pΩ t q, t P G, and ptΩ t u tPG , tθ t u tPG q is a partial action of G on Ω. In general, a partial action of G on a topological space Ω is a pair θ " ptΩ t u tPG , tθ t u tPG q where Ω t 's are open subsets of Ω and θ t : Ω t´1 Ñ Ω t are homeomorphisms such that θ e " id Ω and θ st extends θ s˝θt for s, t P G.
The triple pΩ, G, θq is called partial (topological) dynamical system. In case every Ω t " Ω, we say θ is a global action. For global actions on commutative C˚-algebras, it is a part of C˚-folklore, for the extended discussion see, for instance, [4] or [27] , that simplicity of the associated reduced partial crossed products is equivalent to minimality and topological freeness of the dual action. This result was adapted to partial actions in [17] . Let us recall the relevant definitions:
Let θ " ptΩ t u tPG , tθ t u tPG q be a partial action on a (not necessarily Hausdorff) topological space Ω. A subset V of Ω is θ-invariant if θ t pV X Ω t´1 q Ď V for every t P G (then we actually have θ t pV X Ω t´1 q " V X Ω t , for all t P G, and thus ΩzV is also θ-invariant). The restriction θ V :" ptΩ t X V u tPG , tθ t | Ω t´1 XV u tPG q of θ to a θ-invariant set V Ď Ω is a again a partial dynamical system, and θ is called minimal if there are no non-trivial closed θ-invariant subsets of Ω. The partial action θ is topologically free if for finite set F Ď Gzteu the set Ť tPF tx P Ω t´1 : θ t pxq " xu has empty interior in Ω e . We say, cf. [48, Page 230] , [18, Definition 3.4] , that θ is residually topologically free if the restriction of θ to any closed θ-invariant set is topologically free.
Dynamical conditions implying pure infiniteness of reduced crossed products for global actions on totally disconnected spaces were introduced in [47] , and adapted to the case of partial actions in [18] . A crucial notion is that of paradoxical set, cf. [ 
The notion of quasi-orbit space adapted to partial actions, cf. [18, Page 5740] , is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4. Let ptΩ g u gPG , tθ g u gPG q be a partial action of a group G on a topological space Ω. We let the orbit of a point x P Ω to be the set
We define the quasi-orbit Opxq of x to be the equivalence class of x under the equivalence relation on Ω given by x " y ðñ Gx " Gy. We denote by OpΩq the quasi-orbit space Ω{ " endowed with the quotient topology.
2.4.
Fell bundles and graded C˚-algebras. Let G be a discrete group. A Fell bundle over G can be defined as a collection B " tB t u tPG of closed subspaces of a C˚-algebra C such that Bt " B t´1 and B t B s Ď B ts for all s, t P G (see [16, Definition 16.1] for the axiomatic description). These relations in particular imply that Example 2.5 (Fell bundle associated to a partial action). The Fell bundle B α " tB t u tPG associated to a partial action α " ptD t u tPG , tα t u tPG q on a C˚-algebra A is defined as follows: B t :" ta t δ t : a t P D t u is isomorphic as a Banach space to D t (δ t is just an abstract marker), and multiplication and star operation are given by pa t δ t qpa s δ s q " α t pα t´1 pa t qa s qδ ts , pa t δ t q˚" α t´1 pat qδ t´1 .
In particular, cf. [16, Proposition 16.28 ] the full crossed product and the reduced crossed product can be defined as follows A¸α G :" C˚pBq, A¸α ,r G :" Cr pBq.
In the sequel, we will identify B e with D e " A, so we will write a for aδ e . Proposition 2.6. If J is an ideal in a topologically graded C˚-algebra B, then tb P B : F e pb˚bq P Ju " tb P B : F t pbq P J, t P Gu and this set is a Fourier ideal in B that contains the graded ideal generated by J X B e . In particular, if J is graded, then it is Fourier.
For the sake of discussion let us denote the Fourier and the graded ideal in the above proposition respectively by J F and J G . Then we have two inclusions J G Ď J and J G Ď J F , and in general this is all we can say. More precisely, J G Ĺ J F if and only if J F is a Fourier ideal which is not graded. There is always such an ideal if B ‰ Cr pBq (consider the kernel of the canonical epimorphism from B " À tPG B t onto Cr pBq), and even if B " Cr pBq one can construct such an ideal when the underlying group G is not exact, see [16, page 199] . On the other hand, considering the Fell bundle arising from the C˚-dynamical system pC, id, Zq for any non-trivial ideal J in C¸i d Z -CpTq we get J X B e " t0u, and therefore J Ę J F " J G " t0u. This indicates that the equality J G " J F is related with a notion of 'exactness' while inclusion J Ď J F has to do with an 'intersection property'. We will make these notions precise and study them in more detail in the forthcoming section.
Exactness, the intersection property and topological freeness
In this section, we exploit notions of exactness, the intersection property and topological freeness for a Fell bundle B, introduced recently in [1] . As shown in [1] , these properties allow one to parametrize ideals in Cr pBq by ideals in the core C˚-algebra B e . The relevant ideals in B e are defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Definition 3.5 in [1] ). Let B " tB t u tPG be a Fell bundle. We say that an ideal I in B e is B-invariant if B t IB t´1 Ď I for every t P G. We denote the set of all B-invariant ideals in B e by I
B pB e q and equip it with the Fell topology inherited from IpB e q.
The relationship between various types of ideals is explained in the following:
establish natural bijective correspondences between the following objects:
Proof. The correspondence between objects in items (i) and (ii) was in essence already discussed and follows easily from (11) . The correspondence between objects in items (ii) and (iii) is proved in [1, Proposition 3.6].
Corollary 3.3. For any Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG , we have a surjective map
which becomes a homeomorphism when restricted to graded ideals in Cr pBq.
Proof. Clearly, the mapping (12) is well defined and preserves inclusions. Thus the assertion follows from Proposition 3.2.
Note that Proposition 3.2 (and injectivity of ι r in (10)) implies that for any Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG and any graded ideal J in Cr pBq, we have
where J " tJ t u, J t " J X B t , t P G. In particular, we get a similar isomorphism for the quotient Cr pBq{J provided the sequence (10) where J " tJ t u, J t " J X B t , t P G.
Proof. Apply the correspondence between objects in (i) and (ii) in Proposition 3.2 and exactness of the sequence (10).
We have the following characterization of exactness of Fell bundles in terms of the structure of Fourier ideals in Cr pBq. Proof. Let J " tJ t u tPG be an ideal in B and put J p1q " ι r pCr pJand J p2q " kerpκ r q where ι r and κ r are mappings appearing in the sequence (10) . It follows from the construction of ι r and κ r that
Hence J p2q is Fourier, and since J t " J t Jt J t Ď J e J t , for all t P G, one concludes that J p1q is an induced ideal. In particular, (13) 
Suppose now J is a Fourier ideal in Cr pBq. For each t P G, let J t " J X B t so that J " tJ t u tPG is an ideal in B. Consider the ideals J p1q and J p2q associated to J " tJ t u tPG as above. By the Fourier property of J, we conclude from (13) that
Thus if (10) is exact then J " J p1q " J p2q is a graded ideal. If J is not graded then J 1 ‰ J and (10) is not exact.
Standard arguments show that exactness passes to ideals and quotients. Hence J is exact. Now suppose that r I is an ideal in B{J and let I be the preimage of r I under the quotient map. Then I is an ideal in B, containing J , and we have a natural isomorphism pB{J q{ r I -B{I. In particular, we have a commutative diagram
where the upper row is exact and the two left most vertical maps are surjective (they are induced by the quotient map B Ñ B{J ). Using this, one readily gets that the lower row is also exact. Hence B{J is exact.
As one would expect, amenability of a Fell bundle implies exactness.
Lemma 3.9. Let J be an ideal in a Fell bundle B. Then B is amenable ðñ J and B{J are amenable.
Proof. Denote by Λ B : C˚pBq Ñ Cr pBq the canonical epimorphism. By [11, Proposition 3.1] we have kerpΛ B q " ta P C˚pBq : E B pa˚aq " 0u where E B : C˚pBq Ñ B e is the canonical conditional expectation. Note that, for any Fell bundles B and B 1 and any homomorphism Φ : C˚pBq Ñ C˚pB 1 q that preserves the gradings we have ΦpE B pa˚aqq " E B 1 pΦpaq˚Φpaqq, a P C˚pBq, and therefore ΦpkerpΛ BĎ kerpΛ B 1 q. Thus the exact sequence (9) restricts to the sequence
It is not hard to see that (14) is also exact. Indeed, ι is injective and clearly we have ιpkerpΛ J" kerpΛ B q X ιpC˚pJ qq. Hence the isomorphism C˚pBq{ιpC˚pJ-C˚pB{J q, induced by the epimorphism κ : C˚pBq Ñ C˚pB{J qq, 'restricts' to the isomorphism kerpΛ B q{ιpkerpΛ J qqkerpΛ B{J q. Thus (14) is exact. Now, since B is amenable if and only if kerpΛ B q " t0u, the assertion follows from exactness of the sequence (14) .
Corollary 3.10. Every amenable Fell bundle is exact.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.9, if B is amenable, the sequences (9) and (10) coincide.
The notion of (residual) intersection property, in the context of crossed products was introduced in [48, Definition 1.9], see also [18, Definition 3.1(iii)].
Definition 3.11 (Definition 3.14 in [1] ). We say that a Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG has the intersection property if every non-zero ideal in Cr pBq has a non-zero intersection with B e . We say that a Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG has the residual intersection property if B{J has the intersection property for every ideal J in B.
The following theorem is essence reformulation of [ (note that for every ideal J P I
B pB e q the C˚-algebra Cr pJ q embeds into Cr pBq as a graded ideal). Corollary 3.14. Let B " tB t u tPG be an exact Fell bundle with the residual intersection property. If B e has the ideal property then Cr pBq has the ideal property.
Proof. By Theorem 3.12, every ideal J P IpCr pBqq is generated by I " B e X J. Denoting by P pJq and P pIq respectively the sets of projections in J and I, we see that the ideal generated by P pJq in Cr pBq contains Cr pBqP pIqCr pBq " Cr pBqB e P pIqB e Cr pBq " Cr pBqICr pBq " J.
Hence Cr pBqP pJqCr pBq " J, which shows the ideal property for Cr pBq.
We have the following characterization of the intersection property in terms of graded C˚-algebras.
Proposition 3.15. Let B " tB t u tPG be a Fell bundle. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) B has the intersection property, (ii) every graded C˚-algebra B " À tPG B t is automatically topologically graded, (iii) for every graded B " À tPG B t and any positive element b " ' tPG b t in
Proof. (i)ñ(ii) Suppose B " tB t u tPG has the intersection property and B " À tPG B t is a graded C˚-algebra. We have two surjective homomorphisms Ψ : C˚pBq Ñ B and Λ B : C˚pBq Ñ Cr pBq which are identities on À tPG B t . The image of J :" ker Ψ under Λ B is an ideal in Cr pBq whose intersection with B e is zero. Thus (by the intersection property) J Ď ker Λ B . Therefore Λ B factors through to the epimorphism Φ from B, identified with C˚pBq{J, onto Cr pBq which is injective on À tPG B t . Since Cr pBq is topologically graded it follows that B " À tPG B t is topologically graded. Indeed, if b " ' tPG b t is in À tPG B t Ď B, then }b e } " }Φpb e q} ď }Φpbq} ď }b}.
(ii)ñ(iii) is trivial. To show (iii)ñ(i), assume on the contrary that there is a non-zero ideal J in Cr pBq such that J X B e " t0u. Then J has trivial intersection with all the spaces B t , t P G. Hence B :" Cr pBq{J is graded by the Fell bundle tB t u tPG and the quotient map q : Cr pBq Ñ B " Cr pBq{J is injective on À tPG B t . Since the conditional expectation E : Cr pBq Ñ B e is faithful and J ‰ t0u, there is a positive element a P J with }Epaq} " 1. As À tPG B t is a dense˚-algebra in Cr pBq, we may find a positive element b " ' tPG b t in À tPG B t such that }a´b} Cr pBq ă 1{3. Then }b e´E paq} Cr pBq " }Epb´aq} Cr pBq ă 1{3, which implies }b e } ą 2{3, and }qpbq} B " }qpb´aq} B ă 1{3. Thus if we assume (iii), we get 2{3 ă }b e } " }qpb e q} ď }qpbq} B ă 1{3, a contradiction.
A useful condition that implies the intersection property is topological freeness of a dual system. A dynamical system dual to a saturated Fell bundle was considered in [33, Corollary 6.5] (it is a special case of a dual semigroup associated to a product system in [33, Definition 4.8] . A partial dynamical system dual to a semi-saturated Fell bundle over Z was studied in [27] . A partial dynamical system dual to an arbitrary Fell bundle over a discrete group was defined in [1, Definition 2.3]. Let us now recall the relevant constructions and facts.
Let B " tB t u tPG be a Fell bundle over a discrete group G, and put Dt s for all t P G.
Recall that p h t is a lift of a partial homeomorphism h t : PrimpD t´1 q Ñ PrimpD t q of PrimpB e q, and the latter is a restriction of the Rieffel homeomorphism h t : IpD t´1 q Ñ IpD t q, which in this case is given by the formula
Proposition 3.16. Formulas (15) and (16) define a partial action pt p
It is a lift of a partial action ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q of G on PrimpB e q.
Proof. The first part follows from [1, Proposition 2.2]. Now, since the maps p h t : p D t´1 Ñ p D t and h t : PrimpD t´1 q Ñ PrimpD t q are intertwined by the surjection x B e Q rπs Ñ ker π P PrimpB e q, one readily concludes that ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q is also a partial action.
Remark 3.17. If B is the Fell bundle of a partial action α " ptD t u tPG , tα t u tPG q on a C˚-algebra A then the ideals D t , t P G, coincide with those given by (15) . Modifying slightly the proof of [33, Lemma 6.7] or [26, Proposition 2.18 ], see also the proof of Lemma 8.13 below, one sees that the dual partial dynamical system pt p D g u gPG , t p h g u gPG q is given by the formula
The Rieffel homeomorphism is given by h t pIq " α t pIq P IpD t q for I P IpD t´1 q. In particular, if A " C 0 pΩq is commutative and ptΩ g u gPG , tθ g u gPG q is the system that determines α by (6), then ptΩ g u gPG , tθ g u gPG q can be identified with pt p
Definition 3.18. We call both of the systems pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q and ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q described above partial dynamical systems dual to the Fell bundle B.
Remark 3.19. The authors of [1] consider only the system pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q and call it, [1, Definition 2.3], the partial action associated to B.
The following theorem can be proved by a straightforward adaptation of the argument leading to the main result of [27] . In a slightly different way, it was proved in [1] . (ii) in [1] ). If the partial dynamical system pt p D g u gPG , t p h g u gPG q dual to a Fell bundle B is topologically free, then B has the intersection property. In order to get a description of all ideals in Cr pBq, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.22. If I is an ideal in B e , then the following conditions are equivalent:
is invariant under the partial action pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q dual to B, (iii) hullpIq is invariant under the partial action ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q.
Proof. The equivalence (i)ô(ii) was proved in [1, Proposition 3.10] . Since p I is invariant if and only if its complement p B e z p I is invariant and pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q is a lift of ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q, we conclude that hullpIq " tker π : rπs P p B e z p Iu is invariant if and only if p I is invariant. Hence (ii)ô(iii).
Corollary 3.23. Suppose that the partial dynamical system pt p D t u tPG , t p h t u tPG q dual to B is residually topologically free. Then B has the residual intersection property. In particular, [38, Theorems 6.6 and 10.4] . In the context of partial group actions, a similar condition was exploited in [18] . We formulate it for Fell bundles as follows. Definition 4.1. A Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG is aperiodic if for each t P Gzteu, each b t P B t and every non-zero hereditary subalgebra D of B e , (18) inft}ab t a} : a P D`, }a} " 1u " 0.
In other words, B is aperiodic if for each t P Gzteu the Hilbert B e -bimodule B t is aperiodic in the sense of [ 
, with b e ą 0, and every ε ą 0 there exists a in the hereditary subalgebra b e B e b e of B e , with a ě 0 and }a} " 1, such that }ab e a´aba} B ă ε, }ab e a} ą }b e }´ε.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 of [37] , or more precisely very straightforward generalization of its proof, B " tB g u gPG is aperiodic if and only if for every element b " ' gPG b g in À gPG B g , with b e ą 0, and every ǫ ą 0 there is a P b e B e b e , with a ě 0 and }a} " 1, such that }ab e a} ą }b e }´ǫ and }ab t a} ă ǫ for t P Gzteu.
The assertion follows from the above if one puts ǫ " ε{n where n is the number of elements in the set tt P G : b t ‰ 0u (if n " 0 the assertion is trivial). Proof. Let b P Cr pBq`zt0u. Lemma 4.2 implies that there exists a positive contraction h in B e such that }hEpbqh´hbh} ď 1{4, }hEpbqh} ě }Epbq}´1{4 " 3{4,
where E is the conditional expectation from Cr pBq onto B e . Putting a :" phEpbqh´1{2q`P Bè we see that a ‰ 0. We conclude that a À b, exactly as in the proof of [47, Lemma 3.2].
Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 3.20 indicate that notions of aperiodicity and topological freeness are closely related. The general relationship is rather mysterious, cf. Remark 4.6 below. Nevertheless, we have the following: Proposition 4.5. Suppose that the unit fiber B e in the Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG has a Hausdorff primitive ideal space. If the partial action ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q dual to B is topologically free then B is aperiodic.
Proof. Take any b t P B t , where t P Gzteu, and any hereditary subalgebra D of B e . Let U " tx P PrimpB e q : x Ğ Du be the open subset of PrimpB e q corresponding to D. If D X D t´1 " t0u then DD t´1 " t0u and since B t " B t D t´1 we get ab t a " 0 for every a P D. Hence we may assume that D X D t´1 ‰ t0u. Then U X PrimpD t´1 q is a non-empty open subset of PrimpB e q. By topological freeness there exists x P U X PrimpD t´1 q such that h t pxq ‰ x.
Since PrimpB e q is Hausdorff we can actually find an open set V Ď U X PrimpD t´1 q such that h t pV q X V " H. Now we exploit the 'C 0 pXq-picture' of B e . For each x P PrimpB e q and a P B e we denote by apxq the image of A in the quotient A{x. It is a consequence of the Dauns-Hofmann theorem, see for instance [45, Theorem A.34] 
Since h t pV q and V are disjoint, we get Ş xRV x X Ş xRhtpV q x " t0u. Therefore }ab t a} 2 " }pab t aqpab t aq˚} " }apb t aabt qa} " 0.
Remark 4.6. If B is the Fell bundle associated to a partial action α " ptD t u tPG , tα t u tPG q on a commutative C˚-algebra A, then both aperiodicity of B and topological freeness of the dual action are equivalent to the intersection property, see [18, Proposition A.7] . If additionally α is a global action, these notions are also known to be equivalent to pointwise proper outerness or pointwise spectral non-triviality, see respectively [18, Proposition A.7] and [41, Lemma 1.8].
For global actions on a separable (not necessarily commutative) C˚-algebra A, [38, Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 7.1] imply that topological freeness of the dual system on p A is equivalent to aperiodicity of the associated bundle, and also to pointwise proper outerness. In particular, all the aforementioned notions are closely related to the Connes spectrum and the Borcher's spectrum, cf. [38] , [41] .
Before we proceed we need the following definition. Definition 4.7. We say that a Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG is residually aperiodic if B{J is aperiodic for any ideal J in B.
Corollary 4.8. If B " tB g u gPG is residually aperiodic then it has the residual intersection property, and thus if additionally B is exact then J Ñ J X B e is a homeomorphism from IpCr pBqq onto I
B pB e q.
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 3.12.
The following theorem is a generalization of [47, Theorem 3.3] , [18, Theorem 4.2] , and [30, Proposition 2.46], proved respectively for crossed products by group actions, partial actions, and single endomorphisms (see Section 8 below, for more information on latter crossed products). In order to prove it we need a lemma which is interesting in its own right.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that A is a purely infinite C˚-algebra with finitely many ideals. Then A has the ideal property.
Proof. It suffices to prove that every ideal J in A is generated (as an ideal) by a projection. To this end, we first note that J is singly generated. Indeed, let tJ k u n k"1 be a family of all ideals in J with the property that every J k is singly generated. Clearly, the ideal generated by the ideals tJ k u n k"1 is equal to J. To see that J is also singly generated, for every k, pick an element a k P A`, that generates J k . Put a " ř n k"1 a k and denote by I the ideal in A generated by a. Clearly, I Ď J. Conversely, for any k we have a k ď a and therefore a k P I (because ideals are hereditary C˚-subalgebras). It follows that J " I " AaA is generated by a. This implies that J is also generated by |a| :" pa˚aq 1{2 P A`zt0u.
(iv) Every non-zero hereditary C˚-subalgebra in any quotient Cr pBq contains an infinite projection.
If B e is of real rank zero, then each of the above conditions is equivalent to (i') Every non-zero projection in B e is properly infinite in Cr pBq. Let us then assume that every element in Bè zt0u is properly infinite in Cr pBq. We note that, in view of Corollary 4.8, the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.12 hold. Suppose first that B e has the ideal property. We will show (iv). Let J be an ideal in Cr pBq and D be a non-zero hereditary C˚-subalgebra in the quotient Cr pBq{J. We need to show that D contains an infinite projection. By Corollary 3.6, we have Cr pBq{J -Cr pB{J q, where J " tJ t u, J t " J X B t , t P G. Fix a non-zero positive element b in D. By Corollary 4.4 there exists a non-zero positive element a in B e {J e such that a À b relative to Cr pB{J q. Note that a is properly infinite in Cr pB{J q as a non-zero homomorphic image of a properly infinite positive element in Cr pBq, by the assumption in (i). Since B e has the ideal property we can find a projection q P B e that belongs to the ideal in B e generated by the preimage of a in B e but not to J e . Then q`J e is a non-zero projection that belongs to the ideal in B e {J e generated by a, whence q`J e À a À b, by [23, Proposition 3.5(ii)]. From the comment after [23, Proposition 2.6] we can find z P Cr pB{J q such that q`J e " z˚bz. With v :" b 1 2 z it follows that v˚v " q`J e , whence p :" vv˚" b 1 2 zz˚b 1 2 is a projection in B, which is equivalent to q. By the assumption in (i), q and hence also p is properly infinite.
Suppose now that B e has finitely many, say n, B-invariant ideals. Since they are in oneto-one correspondence with ideals in Cr pBq (recall Corollary 4.8) Lemma 4.9 implies that the conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. We will prove (ii). The proof goes by induction on n.
Assume first that n " 2 so that Cr pBq is simple. Take any b P Cr pBq`zt0u. By Corollary 3.6 there is a P Bè zt0u such that a À b. Then b P Cr pBqaCr pBq " Cr pBq and as a is properly infinite we get b À a by [23, Proposition 3.5] . Hence b is properly infinite as it is Cuntz equivalent to a. Thus Cr pBq purely infinite. Now suppose that our claim holds for any k ă n. Let J be any non-trivial ideal in Cr pBq. By Corollary 3.6, we have J -Cr pJ q and Cr pBq{J -Cr pB{J q, where J " tJ t u, J t " J X B t , t P G. By Lemma 3.8, exactness passes to ideals and quotients, and clearly the same holds for residual aperiodicity. Thus both J and B{J satisfy the assumptions of the assertion and the corresponding unit fibers have less than n invariant ideals. Moreover, both J and B{J satisfy condition (i) 14] , that in the presence of the ideal property pure infiniteness of a C˚-algebra is equivalent to strong pure infiniteness, weak pure infiniteness, and many other notions of infiniteness appearing in the literature. Thus the list of equivalent conditions in Theorem 4.10 could be considerably extended.
Paradoxicality, residual infiniteness and pure infiniteness
Now, we give and study a noncommutative, algebraic version of the notion of paradoxical sets, cf. Definition 2.3, phrased in terms of Fell bundles. We also introduce a notion of residually B-infinite elements, which we think is a good alternative for B-paradoxical elements. In particular, the former elements seem to be more convenient to work with in practice, cf. Remark 7.10 below.
Definition 5.1. Let B " tB g u gPG be a Fell bundle and let a P Bè zt0u. We say that:
(i) a is B-paradoxical if for every ε ą 0 there are elements a i P aB t i , where
ai a i , and }ai a j } ă ε maxtn 2 , m 2 u for i ‰ j.
If the elements a i , i " 1, ..., n`m, above can be chosen so that
ai a i and ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j,
we call a strictly B-paradoxical. (ii) a is B-infinite if there is b P Bè zt0u such that for every ε ą 0 there are elements a i P aB t i where t i P G for i " 1, ..., n`m, such that
We say a is strictly B-infinite if there is a non-zero positive element b P aB e a and elements a i P aB t i where t i P G for i " 1, ..., n, such that
ai a i , ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j, and ai b " 0 for i " 1, ..., n.
(iii) a is residually B-infinite if for every ideal J " tJ g u gPG in B the element a`J e is either zero in B e {J e or it is B{J -infinite. We say that a is residually strictly B-infinite if for every ideal J " tJ g u gPG in B the element a`J e is either zero in B e {J e or it is strictly B{J -infinite Remark 5.2. If a is strictly B-infinite it is B-infinite; take m " 1, t n`1 " e and a n`1 " ? b. Moreover, if there are elements a i P aB t i where t i P G for i " 1, ..., n`m, such that a "
ai a i ‰ 0 and ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j, then putting b " ř n`m i"n`1 a i ai , we see that a is strictly B-infinite. In particular, it follows that every strictly B-paradoxical element is strictly B-infinite and actually residually strictly B-infinite. Also it is readily seen that every B-paradoxical element is residually B-infinite. Whether the converse holds is an open problem.
The following Proposition 5.3 provides a motivation for this definition. It also implies that both paradoxicality and residual B-infiniteness can be viewed as generalizations of proper infiniteness.
Proposition 5.3. Let B "
À gPG B g be a B-graded C˚-algebra and let a P Bè zt0u.
(i) If a is B-paradoxical then a is properly infinite in B.
(ii) If a is B-infinite then a is infinite in B.
(iii) If a is residually B-infinite then for any graded ideal J in B the image of a in B{J is either zero or infinite.
Proof. (i). Let ε ą 0 and choose elements a i P aB t i , t i P G, i " 1, ..., n`m, witnessing ε-paradoxicality of a, that is assume (19) holds. Putting x " ř n i"1 a i and y " ř n`m i"n`1 a i we immediately get that x, y P aB. Using that }ai a j } ă ε{ maxtn 2 , m 2 u for i ‰ j we get
The above inequalities imply respectively that x˚x « ε a, y˚y « ε a and x˚y « ε 0. Hence a is properly infinite in B by (3).
(ii). Follow the above argument, where instead of (3) use (2). (iii). By Proposition 3.2 graded ideals J in B are in one-to-one correspondence with ideals J " tJ g u gPG in B. For any such pair the C˚-algebra B{J is B{J -graded. Hence the assertion follows from part (ii).
Corollary 5.4. Suppose that B " tB g u gPG is an exact Fell bundle with the residual intersection property. Then any residually B-infinite a P Bè zt0u is properly infinite in Cr pBq.
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 every ideal in Cr pBq is graded. Hence the assertion follows from [23, Proposition 3.14] and Proposition 5.3(iii).
Corollary 5.5. Let A be a C˚-algebra and let a P A`zt0u. The following statements are equivalent (i) a is properly infinite in A.
(ii) a is B-paradoxical for every Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG with B e " A.
(iii) a is residually B-infinite for every Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG with B e " A.
Proof. (i)ñ(ii)
. Let a P A`zt0u be properly infinite. By (3) for any ε ą 0 there are x, y P aAa with x˚x « ε a, y˚y « ε a, and x˚y « ε 0. Thus for any Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG with B e " A condition (19) is satisfied with n " m " 1, t 1 " t 2 " e and a 1 " x, a 2 " y.
(ii)ñ(iii). It is clear, since B-paradoxicality implies residual B-infiniteness. (iii)ñ(i). Apply Corollary 5.4 to the Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG with B e " A and B g " t0u for g P Gzteu.
A set-theoretic counterpart of the notion of a B-infinite element is defined as follows.
Definition 5.6. Let ptΩ t u tPG , tθ t u tPG q be a partial action on a topological space Ω. An open set V Ď Ω is called G-infinite if there are open sets V 1 , ..., V n and elements t 1 , ..., t n P G, n ě 1, such that
for all i " 1, ..., n and
Non-empty open set V Ď Ω is called residually G-infinite if for every closed invariant subset Y Ď Ω the set V XY is either empty or G-infinite for the partial action ptΩ t XY u tPG , tθ t | Ω t´1 XY u tPG q.
Remark 5.7. Clearly, for strong boundary actions of discrete groups on compact spaces considered by Laca and Spielberg in [34] every open set is residually G-infinite (note that strong boundary actions are necessarily minimal). Actually, we will show below a much more general fact. We will prove that for any n-filling action, notion introduced in [21] , on a unital C˚-algebra A without finite-dimensional corners, every element in A`zt0u is residually B-infinite, for the corresponding Fell bundle B.
The following two propositions shed more light on the relationship between Definitions 2.3 and 5.1.
Proposition 5.8. Let B " tB g u gPG be the Fell bundle of a partial action α on C 0 pΩq which is induced by a partial action ptΩ g u gPG , tθ g u gPG q of G on a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω, see (6) . Let a P Bè " C 0 pΩq`be a non-zero element and put V :" tx P Ω : apxq ą 0u.
(i) V is G-paradoxical if and only if a is strictly B-paradoxical.
(ii) V is G-infinite if and only if a is strictly B-infinite.
Proof. 'Only if ' parts. Let V 1 , ..., V n be open sets and t 1 , ..., t n P G be such that V " Ť n i"1 V i , V i Ď Ω t´1 i and θ t i pV i q Ď V for all i " 1, ..., n, and θ t i pV t i qXθ t j pV t j q " H for all i ‰ j. Let th i u n i"1 be a partition of unity for V relative to the open cover tV i u n i"1 . Let i be fixed for a while. Since ah i P C 0 pΩq is supported on V i Ď Ω t´1 i we can treat pah i q˝θ t´1 i as a continuous function on Ω supported on θ t i pV i q Ď V . By definition of V we actually get pah i q˝θ t´1 i P aC 0 pΩq. Hence
is an element of a i P aB t i , and we claim that
ai a i and ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j.
Indeed, for any i, j we have ai a j "´pah i q˝θ t´1 i¨p ah j q˝θ t´1 j¯1 {2˝θ t i δ t´1 i t j . For i ‰ j the functions h i˝θ´1 t i and h j˝θ´1 t j are supported on disjoint sets θ t i pV t i q and θ t j pV t j q. Hence ai a j " 0. On the other hand, ai a i " ah i and consequently ř n i"1 ai a i "
is if V is G-infinite, then taking b P B e to be any non-zero positive function supported on the non-empty open set V z Ť n i"1 θ t i pV i q we infer that a is strictly B-infinite. If V n`1 , ..., V n`m are open sets and t n`1 , ..., t n`m P G are such that V " Ť n`m i"n`1 V i , V i Ď Ω t´1 i and θ t i pV i q Ď V for all i " n`1, ..., n`m, and θ t i pV t i q X θ t j pV t j q " H for all i ‰ j, i, j " 1, ..., n`m, then constructing elements a i P aB t i for i " n`1, ..., n`m exactly as we did for i " 1, ..., n we get relations (20) . Hence if V is G-paradoxical, then a is strictly B-paradoxical.
'If ' parts. Let a i P aB t i , t i P G, i " 1, ..., n, be such that (22) holds. For any i " 1, ..., n we have a i " b i δ t i where b i P aD t i " C 0 pΩ t i X V q. We put
Thus V i is an open subset of Ω t´1 i and θ t i pV i q Ď V . Moreover, V " tx P Ω : a˚apxq ą 0u " tx P Ω :
Using this one readily sees that if a is strictly B-paradoxical then V is G-paradoxical. Moreover, if there is a non-zero positive b P aB e a such that ai b " 0 for i " 1, ..., n, then W :" tx P Ω : bpxq ą 0u is a non-empty open subset of V and
Hence Ť n i"1 θ t i pV i q Ĺ V and V is G-infinite. It is not clear whether a version of the following proposition for residually infinite elements hold.
Proposition 5.9. Retain the assumptions of Proposition 5.8. If Ω is totally disconnected and every open compact subset of Ω is G-paradoxical, then every element in Bè zt0u is Bparadoxical.
Proof. Let a P C 0 pΩq`zt0u " Bè zt0u. For any ε ą 0 there exists an open compact set V such that tx P Ω : apxq ě εu Ď V Ď tx P Ω : apxq ą 0u. Let a V P C 0 pΩq denote the function such that a V pxq " apxq for x P V and a V pxq " 0 outside V . Using paradoxicality of V , by Proposition 5.8 there are elements a i P a V B t i Ď aB t i , t i P G, i " 1, ..., n`m, such that a V " ř n i"1 ai a i " ř n`m i"n`1 ai a i and ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j. Since a V « ε a we see that relations (19) hold.
We now turn to the promised relationship between residual B-infiniteness and n-filling actions introduced by Jolissaint and Robertson [21] .
Definition 5.10 (Definition 0.1 in [21] ). A global action α " pA, tα t u tPG q on a unital C˚-algebra A is called n-filling, for n ě 2, if, for all elements b 1 , ..., b n P A`of norm one, and for all ε ą 0, there exist g 1 , ..., g n P G such that ř n i"1 α g i pb i q ě 1´ε. Remark 5.11. A 2-filling action on a commutative C˚-algebra is equivalent to what is called a strong boundary action in [34] , see [21] .
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that α is an n-filling action on a unital C˚-algebra A such that for every nonzero projection e P A the algebra eAe is infinite dimensional. Let B be the Fell bundle corresponding to α. Then the action α is minimal and any element a P A`zt0u is strictly (residually) B-infinite.
Proof. That α does not admit non-trivial invariant ideals is clear. Let a P A`zt0u and 0 ă ε ă 1 be smaller than 1. We may suppose that }a} " 1. Arguing in a similar way as in the proof of [21, Lemma 1.4], we see that there are normalized positive elements b 1 , ..., b n`1 P aA such that b i b j " 0 for i ‰ j. By n-filling property, there are elements g 1 , ..., g n P G such that h :" ř n i"1 α g i pb i q ě 1´ε. Hence h is positive and invertible. Put
.., n, and b :" b n`1 .
Then clearly ai a j " 0 for i ‰ j and ai b " 0 for all i, j " 1, ..., n. Moreover,
Hence a P A`zt0u is strictly B-infinite, and as α is minimal, actually strictly residually Binfinite.
We state the main result of this section using the notion of residual B-infiniteness. As noted above this is a weaker condition than dynamical conditions implying pure infiniteness that appear in [34] , [21] , [47] or [18] . Theorem 5.13. Suppose that B " tB g u gPG is an exact, residually aperiodic Fell bundle and one of the following conditions holds (i) B e contains finitely many B-invariant ideals and every element in Bè zt0u is Cuntz equivalent to a residually B-infinite element, (ii) B e has the ideal property and every element in Bè zt0u is Cuntz equivalent to a residually B-infinite element, (iii) B e is of real rank zero and every non-zero projection in B e is Cuntz equivalent to a residually B-infinite element. Then Cr pBq has an ideal property and is purely infinite.
Proof. Note that in each of the cases (i)-(iii) Theorem 4.10 applies. By Corollary 5.4 every residually B-infinite element in Bè zt0u is properly infinite in Cr pBq. Since an element equivalent to a properly infinite one is properly infinite, the assertion holds. Corollary 5.14. Suppose that α is an exact partial action on C 0 pΩq induced by residually topologically free partial action ptΩ g u gPG , tθ g u gPG q of G on a locally compact space Ω. Assume that one of the following conditions holds (i) Ω contains finitely many θ-invariant closed sets and and every non-empty open set is residually G-infinite, (ii) Ω is totally disconnected space and every non-empty compact and open set is residually G-infinite. Then A¸α ,r G has the ideal property and is purely infinite.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.13 and Proposition 5.8(ii).
In connection with the Theorem 5.13, it is useful to make the following observation.
Lemma 5.15. A sum of orthogonal (residually) strictly B-infinite elements is (residually) strictly B-infinite. Any projection in B e which is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a (residually) strictly B-infinite projection in B e is (residually) strictly B-infinite.
Proof. Suppose that a p1q , a p2q are strictly B-infinite elements and a p1q a p2q " 0. For each j " 1, 2, let b pjq P a pjq B e a pjq zt0u and a pjq i P a pjq B t i , t i P G, i " 1, ..., n j , be elements satisfying the counterpart of (21) . Putting a "
for i " 1, ..., n 1 , and a n 1`i :" a p2q i
for i " 1, ..., n 2 we see that b P aB e a and a i P aB t i for i " 1, ..., n :" n 1`n2 satisfy (21) . Hence a is strictly B-infinite. Since for any quotient map q, qpaq " 0 if and only if qpa p1" qpa p2" 0, we see that if a p1q , a p2q are residually strictly B-infinite then a is residually strictly B-infinite.
Suppose that p " w˚w and p 1 " ww˚are projections in B e , w P B e , and let b P ppB e pqzt0u and a i P pB t i , t i P G, i " 1, ..., n, satisfy (21), with p in place of a. Putting b
1 :" wbw˚and a 1 i :" wa i w˚, i " 1, ..., n we get b 1 P pp 1 B e p 1 qzt0u and a
.., n. Hence p 1 is strictly B-infinite. Since for any quotient map q, qppq " 0 if and only if qpp 1 q " 0, it follows that p is residually strictly B-infinite if and only if p 1 is residually strictly B-infinite.
Primitive ideal space of the reduced cross-sectional algebra
In this section, we describe the space of prime ideals in Cr pBq, which in the separable case will lead us to a description of the primitive spectrum of Cr pBq, via a quasi-orbit space for the dual partial action introduced in Definition 3.18.
Throughout we fix a Fell bundle B " tB t u tPG . The following notions and results are generalizations of classical facts for crossed products [19] , see also [10] . Definition 6.1. We say that a B-invariant ideal I P I
B pB e q is B-prime if for any pair of B-invariant ideals J 1 , J 2 P I B pB e q with J 1 X J 2 Ď I we have either J 1 Ď I or J 2 Ď I. We equip the set of B-prime ideals with Fell topology and denote it by Prime B pB e q.
We get the following generalization of [10, Proposition 2.3].
Proposition 6.2. Let B be an exact Fell bundle. Suppose that B has the residual intersection property, which holds for instance if one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) the system pt p D g u gPG , t p h g u gPG q dual to B is residually topologically free, (ii) B is residually aperiodic. Then the map IpCr pBqq Q J Ñ J X B e P I B pB e q restricts to a homeomorphism PrimepCr pBqq -Prime B pB e q.
Proof. By Theorem 3.12, see also Corollaries 3.23 and 4.8, the map IpCr pBqq Q J Ñ J X B e P I B pB e q is a homeomorphism. It restricts to a homeomorphism from PrimepCr pBqq onto Prime B pB e q.
For any ideal J P IpB e q we have a natural continuous embedding of IpJq in IpB e q given by IpJq Q I Þ ÝÑ I J :" ta P B e : a¨J Ď Iu P IpB e q.
This map has a left inverse given by IpB e q Q K Þ ÝÑ I :" K X J P IpJq. Note that we use the mapping PrimpD t q Q P Þ ÝÑ P Dt P PrimpB e q to identify the space PrimpD t q with an open subset of PrimpB e q, t P G. Thus formally, the dual partial action on PrimpB e q, given by restriction of the Rieffel homeomorphism (17), should be defined by h t pP D t´1 q :" h t pP q Dt where P P PrimpD t´1 q, t P G.
Definition 6.3. For any P P PrimpB e q we put
and call it a B-primitive ideal in B e . We denote the space of B-primitive ideals by Prim B pB e q :" tP B : P P PrimpB e qu and endow it with the Fell-topology inherited from IpB e q.
Lemma 6.4. For any P P PrimpB e q, P B is the largest B-invariant ideal contained in P .
Proof. Let GP :" Ť tPG,P PPrimpD t´1 q th t pP q Dt u be the orbit of P P PrimpB e q under the partial action ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q. Since h t pD t´1 q Dt " A we see that
where in the last inclusion we used the fact that h ts extends h t˝hs (as elements of the partial action on PrimpB e q). Hence P B is B-invariant and clearly P B Ď P . Now suppose that I is B-invariant ideal contained in P . Then
Lemma 6.5. The mapping PrimpB e q Q P Þ ÝÑ P B P Prim B pB e q is continuous and open.
Proof. Let J be an ideal in B e . Since intersection of B-invariant ideals is a B-invariant ideal, there exists the smallest B-invariant ideal in B e containing J. We denote it by J B . Using Lemma 6.4 twice we get
for any P P PrimpB e q. Thus any open set U Ď Prim B pB e q is of the form (25) U " tP B : P B Ğ J, P P PrimpB e qu " tP B : P Ğ J B , P P PrimpB e qu, where J P IpB e q. It follows that the map P Þ ÝÑ P B is continuous. To verify openness, choose an open set V " tP P PrimpB e q : P Ğ Ju, J P IpB e q, and let U " tP B : P B Ğ J, P P PrimpB e qu. Clearly, if P P V then P B P U. On the other hand, if P B P U then h t pP X D t´1 q Dt Ğ J for a certain t P G such that P Ğ D t´1 . Since h t pP X D t´1 q Dt P V and P B " ph t pP X D t´1 q Dt q B , cf. (23), it follows that the image of V is equal to U.
We can use the above lemma to identify the space Prim B pB e q with the quasi-orbit space for the partial action ptPrimpD g qu gPG , th g u gPG q on PrimpB e q dual to B. Lemma 6.6. Let OpPrimpB ebe the quasi-orbit space associated to the partial action ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q of G on PrimpB e q, cf. Proposition 3.16. Then the map (26) OpPrimpB eQ OpP q Þ ÝÑ P B P Prim B pB e q, P P PrimpB e q, is a homeomorphism. In particular, the closure of a point in OpPrim B e q is given by tOpP qu " tOpQq : Q Ě P B u.
Proof. Let P, Q P PrimpB e q. By (23), we get GP " tK P PrimpB e q : K Ě P B u. Therefore
Thus (26) is a well-defined bijection, and we see that the quasi-orbit space OpPrimpB emay be identified with the quotient space PrimpB e q{ " arising from the open continuous map PrimpB e q Q P Þ ÝÑ P B P Prim B pB e q, see Lemma 6.5. Hence (26) is a homeomorphism. For the last part of the assertion, note that the closure of tP B u in Prim B pB e q is tQ B : Q B Ě P B u.
Lemma 6.7. Let B " tB t u tPG be a Fell bundle with B e separable. Then
where OpPrimpB eis the quasi-orbit space for ptPrimpD t qu tPG , th t u tPG q.
Proof. Since B e is separable we have PrimpB e q " PrimepB e q. Let P P PrimpB e q. If J 1 , J 2 P I B pB e q are such that J 1 X J 2 Ď P B , then J 1 X J 2 Ď P , and hence J i Ď P for some i P t1, 2u. But then J i Ď P B by Lemma 6.4. Hence P B is B-prime.
Conversely, let I P Prime B pB e q. We need to show that there is a P P PrimpB e q with I " P B . For this it suffices to show that hullpIq " tQ P PrimpB e q : Q Ě Iu coincides with the closure GP " tQ P PrimpB e q : Q Ě P B u of the orbit of some P P PrimpB e q. To this end, note that hullpIq is closed and invariant, cf. Lemma 3.22. Thus P P hullpIq implies GP Ď hullpIq. Accordingly, the equality GP " hullpIq is satisfied if and only if the set C :" tOpQq : Q P hullpIqu is equal to the closure tOpQq : Q Ě P B u of the point OpP q in OpPrimpB e qq. It is known that PrimpB e q is a totally Baire space and that an image of a totally Baire space under an open map is a totally Baire space, cf. discussion preceding [19, Lemma on page 222]. Thus OpPrimpB eis a totally Baire space by Lemma 6.5. Also it is second countable because B e is separable. Thus, by virtue of [19, Lemma on page 222], to conclude that GP " hullpIq it suffices to show that C is not a union of two proper closed subsets. So assume that C 1 , C 2 are closed subsets of OpPrimpB ewith C " C 1 Y C 2 . Let F 1 , F 2 denote their inverse images in PrimpB e q and let
Since I is B-prime we have J i Ď I for some i P t1, 2u. This implies that F i " hullpJ i q " tQ P PrimpB e q : Q Ě J i u contains hullpIq, and this completes the proof.
We recall [16 Proof. Since B is separable, Cr pBq is separable and PrimpCr pBqq " PrimepCr pBqq. Now it suffices to combine Proposition 6.2 and Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7.
It is natural to treat the space Prim B pB e q (or equivalently OpPrim B e q, see Lemma 6.6) as a 'primitive spectrum' of the Fell bundle B. For instance, by Proposition 3.2, ideals in B correspond to elements in I
B pB e q and we have the following simple fact.
Lemma 6.9. For every I P I B pB e q we have I " č P PPrim B pBeq IĎP P .
Proof. Since I " Ş P PPrimpBeq P , it suffices to note, using Lemma 6.4, that I Ď P implies I Ď P B for every I P I
B pB e q and P P PrimpB e q.
Graph algebras
Throughout this section, we fix a directed graph E " pE 0 , E 1 , r, sq. Hence E 0 and E 1 are countable sets and r, s : E 1 Ñ E 0 are range and source maps. For graphs and their C˚-algebras we use the notation and conventions of [44] . Thus E 8 is the set of infinite paths and E n , n ą 0, stands for the set of finite paths µ " µ 1 ...µ n , satisfying spµ i q " rpµ i`1 q for all i, where |µ| " n is the length of µ. If additionally rpµ 1 q " spµ n q we say that µ is a cycle. The cycle µ have an entrance if there is an edge e such that rpeq " rpµ k q and e ‰ µ k , for some k " 1, ..., n. We say that E satisfies Condition (L) if every cycle in E has an entrance. A graph is said to satisfy Condition (K) if for every vertex v P E 0 , either there are no cycles based at v, or there are two distinct cycles α and µ such that v " spαq " spµq and neither α nor µ is an initial subpath of the other.
The C˚-algebra C˚pEq is generated by a universal Cuntz-Krieger E-family consisting of partial isometries ts e : e P E 1 u and mutually orthogonal projections tp v : v P E 1 u such that se s e " p speq , s e se ď p rpeq and p v " ř rpeq"v s e se whenever the sum is finite (i.e. whenever v is a finite receiver). It follows that C˚pEq " spants µ sν : µ, ν P E˚u,
..µ n P E n , n ą 0, and s µ " p µ for µ P E 0 . We extend the maps r and s onto E˚in the obvious way. The algebra C˚pEq is graded by the subspaces B n :" spants µ sν : µ, ν P E˚, |ν|´|µ| " nu, n P Z.
The only Fell bundle considered in this section will be B " tB n u nPZ defined above. The gauge-uniqueness theorem readily implies that C˚pEq " C˚pBq. In particular, graded ideals in C˚pEq coincide with gauge-invariant ideals in C˚pEq and their description is known. We now use it to describe the corresponding B-invariant ideals in B 0 , cf. Proposition 3.2. For every v, w P E 0 we write v ě w if there is a path from w to v. A subset H of E 0 is hereditary if v P H and v ě w imply w P H. A subset H of E 0 is saturated if every vertex v which satisfies 0 ă |r´1pvq| ă 8 and rpeq " v ñ speq P H itself belongs to H. Given a saturated hereditary subset H Ď E 0 , define H fin 8 :" tv P E 0 zH : |r´1pvq| " 8 and 0 ă |r´1pvq X s´1pE 0 zHq| ă 8u.
s e se .
For any B Ď H fin 8 we put I H,B :" spants α p v sβ, s µ pp w´pw,H qsν : v P H, w P B, α, β, µ, ν P E n , n P Nu.
Clearly, I H,B is an ideal in B 0 (in fact, it is a B-invariant ideal). Let us consider the set H E :" tpH, Bq : H is saturated and hereditary, B Ď H fin 8 u. We equip it with a partial order (actually a lattice) structure by writing
The following description follows readily from the analysis in [5] .
Proposition 7.1. The mapping H E Q pH, Bq Þ Ñ I H,B P I B pB e q is a well-defined order preserving bijection (hence a lattice isomorphism).
Proof. In view of [5 
Remark 7.2. It follows that H E is a lattice and the meet operation is given by the formula
Having the above description of B-invariant ideals in hand, we can show that the conditions introduced in the present paper are natural, can be verified in practice, and in general cannot be weakened. Let us start with the notion of residual aperiodicity. (i) B is aperiodic.
(ii) B has the intersection property.
(iii) E satisfies Condition (L). If E is finite, i.e. both E 0 and E 1 are finite, then the above conditions are equivalent to (iv) the partial dynamical system pt p D n u nPZ , t p h n u nPZ q on p B 0 dual to B is topologically free.
Proof. By Corollary 4.3, we have (i)ñ (ii). Implication (ii)ñ (iii) belongs to the folklore in the field, see, for instance, the proof of [20, Lemma 2.1]. (iii)ñ (i). Let b " ř α,βPE˚λ α,β s α sβ be an element of B n , where n ‰ 0, and let A be a hereditary C˚-subalgebra of B 0 . A moment of thought yields that to show condition (18) it suffices to consider the case when n ą 0, the number of non-zero coefficients λ α,β P C is finite and A is a corner of the form ps µ sμqB 0 ps µ sμq " spants µη sμ ν : η, ν P E˚, |η| " |ν|u where µ P E n . In particular, we may further assume that all α's and β's appearing in the sum b " ř α,βPE˚λ α,β s α sβ start with the path µ, that is there is a finite set F Ď tpα, βq P ď kě|µ| E kˆEk`n : spαq " spβq, α " µα 1 , β " µβ 1 u such that b " ř pα,βqPF λ α,β s α sβ. Let pα 0 , β 0 q P F be such that pα, βq P F implies |β| ď |β 0 |. If the vertex spα 0 q " spβ 0 q does not lie on a cycle (of length n) then
for all pα, βq P F.
Thus ab " 0 with a " s β 0 sβ 0 P A. If spα 0 q " spβ 0 q lies on a cycle, then using the fact that this cycle has an entrance one can construct a path η " η 1 ....η |η| with |η| ě |β 0 | such that η 1 ...η |β 0 | " β 0 and
Then for all pα, βq P F we see that sηps α sβqs η is either zero, when α ‰ η 1 ...η |α| or β ‰ η 1 ...η |β| , or it is equal to sη |α|`1 ...η |η| s η |β|`1 ...η |η| , which is also zero by (27) . Thus aba " 0 with a " s η sη P A.
If E is finite then we have (iv)ô (ii) by [26, Theorem 3.19(I)] modulo [26, Propositions 2.19 and 3.2] and the fact that the partial dynamical system pt p D n u nPZ , t p h n u nPZ q is generated by the single partial homeomorphism h 1 , cf. [27] .
Remark 7.4. By Theorem 3.20, the implication (iv)ñ [(i)ô(ii) ô(iii)] in the above proposition is valid for an arbitrary graph E. We suspect that the converse implication is also true and the proof would in essence require generalizing [26, Theorem 3.19] , however this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Corollary 7.5. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) B is residually aperiodic.
(ii) B has the residual intersection property.
(iii) E satisfies Condition (K). If E is finite, that is both E 0 and E 1 are finite, then the above conditions are equivalent to (iv) the partial dynamical system pt p D n u nPZ , t p h n u nPZ q dual to B is residually topologically free.
Proof. For any pH, Bq P H E let J H,B denote the ideal in C˚pE˚q generated by I H,B . By Proposition 7.1, every graded ideal in C˚pE˚q is of this form. By [5, Corollary 3.6] the quotient C˚pE˚q{J H,B is naturally isomorphic to the graph C˚-algebra C˚ppE{HqzβpBqq of a certain graph pE{HqzβpBq, see [5] . Moreover, it is well known, and follows, for instance, from the proof of [5, Corollary 3.8] , that E satisfies Condition (K) if and only if every graph pE{HqzβpBq satisfies Condition (L). Now the assertion follows from Proposition 7.3. By Lemma 6.7, we have Prime B pB 0 q " Prim B pB 0 q. We now turn to a description of this set. This will allow us, in the presence of condition (K), to deduce from Theorem 6.8 description of PrimpC˚pEqq originally obtained using a different approach in [5, Corollary 4.8] .
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that I H,B P I B pB 0 q, pH, Bq P H E , belongs to Prime B pB 0 q. Then M :" E 0 zH satisfies: (a) If v P E 0 , w P M, and v ě w in E, then v P M, (b) If v P M and 0 ă |r´1pvq| ă 8, then there exists e P E 1 with rpeq " v and speq P M, (c) For every v, w P M there exists y P M such that v ě y and w ě y.
Proof. Conditions (a), (b) say that H is hereditary and saturated. In the proof of [5, Lemma 4.1] it was shown that if condition (c) is not satisfied then I H,B R Prime B pB 0 q.
A non-empty subset M of E 0 satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) of Lemma 7.6 is called a maximal tail in E. For any non-empty subset X of E 0 we write ΩpXq :" tw P E 0 zX : w ğ v for all v P Xu.
We also put Ωpvq :" Ωptvuq. Note that ΩpMq " E 0 zM for any maximal tail M. Moreover, for any v P E 0 that receives infinitely many edges, the set Ωpvq is hereditary and saturated;
actually Ωpvq is a complement of a maximal tail. Any such vertex with the property that v P Ωpvq fin 8 is called a breaking vertex. In other words, v P E 0 is a breaking vertex if and only if |r´1pvq| " 8 and 0 ă |r´1pvq X s´1pΩpvqq| ă 8.
Proposition 7.7. The set Prime B pB 0 q " Prim B pB 0 q consists of ideals I ΩpM q,ΩpM q fin 8 associated to maximal tails M, and ideals I Ωpvq,Ωpvq fin 8 ztvu associated to breaking vertices v.
Proof. Suppose that I H,B is in
not a breaking vertex then we get two B-invariant ideals I 1 :" I Ωpvq,Ωpvq fin 8 and I 2 :" I ΩpM q,ΩpM q fin 8 such that I 1 X I 2 Ď I ΩpM q,B and I i Ę I ΩpM q,B for i " 1, 2, a contradiction. Hence v must be a breaking vertex.
Let us now consider an ideal I ΩpM q,B where M is a maximal tail and B " ΩpMq 
We claim that either H 1 Ď ΩpMq or H 2 Ď ΩpMq. Indeed, if we assume on the contrary that there is v P H 1 X M and w P H 2 X M, then taking y P M such that v ě y and w ě y we get . Since H 1 Ď ΩpMq, pH 1 , B 1 q ę pΩpMq, Bq implies that there is v P B 1 X M such that |r´1pvq X s´1pMq| " 0. By properties (a) and (c) in Lemma 7.6, we see that M " tw P E 0 : w ě vu (since v is a 'source' in M, v is a unique vertex with this property). In particular, if H 2 X M ‰ H then v P H 2 . However, in view of (28) we see that v cannot belong neither to H 2 nor to B 2 . Hence H 2 Ď ΩpMq and since v R B 2 we must have pH 2 , B 2 q ď pΩpMq, Bq, that is I H 2 ,B 2 Ď I ΩpM q,B .
2). Let B " ΩpMq fin 8 ztvu, where v is a breaking vertex and ΩpMq " Ωpvq. The last relation implies that M " tw P E 0 : w ě vu. Note that B 1 must contain v. Indeed, if v R B 1 then arguing as in case 1) we see that there is a unique v 1 P B 1 X M with the property that M " tw P E 0 : w ě v 1 u. This leads to a contradiction as v ‰ v 1 . Thus v P B 1 . It follows from (28) that v R H 2 and v R B 2 . Since M " tw P E 0 : w ě v 1 u and H 2 is hereditary, we conclude that H 2 Ď ΩpMq. Combining the last inclusion with v R B 2 we get that pH 2 , B 2 q ď pΩpMq, Bq.
Corollary 7.8. If the equivalent conditions in Corollary 7.5 hold, then the elements in the primitive spectrum PrimpC˚pEqq of the graph algebra C˚pEq are in a bijective correspondence with maximal tails and breaking vertices in the graph E.
Proof. Combine Proposition 7.7 with Theorem 6.8. Now, we show that Theorem 5.13 is optimal in the sense that when applied to graph C˚-algebras our conditions implying pure infiniteness are not only sufficient but also necessary. Theorem 7.9. The C˚-algebra C˚pEq of a directed graph E is purely infinite if and only if the associated Fell bundle B " tB n u nPZ is residually aperiodic and every non-zero projection in is residually strictly B-infinite.
Proof. The 'if' part follows from Theorem 5.13(ii). To show the 'only if' part, suppose that C˚pEq is purely infinite. Every projection in B 0 is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a projection of the form ř α,βPF λ α,β s α sβ where F Ď E˚is finite. The latter is in turn a finite sum of mutually orthogonal projections each of which is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a projection of the form s µ sμ with µ P E˚. Thus, by Lemma 5.15 , it suffices to show that a :" s µ sμ is residually strictly B-infinite. Let then I H,B , pH, Bq P H E , be a B-invariant ideal in B 0 . Suppose that a R I H,B . Then v :" spµq P E 0 zH. Since I H,B is an intersection of B-prime ideals, see Lemma 6.9, we see that E 0 zH is a sum of maximal tails, cf. Remark 7.2. Thus v P M for a certain maximal tail M contained in E 0 zH. By [20, Theorem 2.3] , there is a path α in M which connects a loop γ in M to v and γ has an entrance in M. This implies that s µα sμ α´s µαγ sμ αγ R I H,B . Moreover, putting
one readily sees that b P aB 0 a, a 1 P aB´| γ| , a 2 P aB 0 and
Hence the image of a in the quotient B 0 {I H,B is B{J -infinite where J :" tB n I H,B u nPZ .
Remark 7.10. One could conjecture that if C˚pEq is purely infinite then every projection in B e is B-paradoxical (or at least is equivalent to a B-paradoxical one). However, even for finite graphs this conjecture is very hard to verify. In particular, the above theorem illustrates the practical advantage of residual B-infiniteness over B-paradoxicality.
Crossed products by a semigroup of corner systems
In this section, we consider systems pA, G`, α, Lq studied in [32] when A is a unital C˚-algebra. We will generalize concepts of [32] to non-unital case. Combining them with the findings of [31] we reveal their internal structure and connections with other construction. Then we apply the results of the present paper to C˚-algebras associated to pA, G`, α, Lq.
8.1.
Various pictures of semigroup corner systems. Throughout this subsection, we let G`be the positive cone of a totally ordered abelian group G with the identity 0, that is we have:
G`X p´G`q " t0u, G " G`Y p´G`q, and we write g ě h if g´h P G`, g, h P G. We fix a C˚-algebra A. We denote by EndpAq the set of endomorphisms of A and by PospAq the space of positive maps on A. Composition of mappings yields a structure of a unital semigroup on EndpAq and PospAq, where the unit is the identity map. We always assume that a homomorphism between two semigroups with unit preserves the units. We recall that a multiplicative domain of ̺ P PospAq is a C˚-algebra given by
MDp̺q " ta P A : ̺pbaq " ̺pbq̺paq, ̺pabq " ̺paq̺pbq, for all b P Au, cf., for instance, [31] and references therein. We say that ̺ : A Ñ A is extendible if it extends to a strictly continuous map ̺ : MpAq Ñ MpAq.
An Exel system, originally defined in [13] , is a triple pA, α, Lq where α P EndpAq and L P PospAq are such that Lpαpaqbq " aLpbq, for all a, b P A. Then L is called a transfer operator for α, and as shown in [31, Proposition 4.2] , L is automatically extendible. In [31, Definition 4.19] , an Exel system pA, α, Lq is called a corner system if E :" α˝L is a conditional expectation onto a hereditary C˚-subalgebra αpAq of A. By [31, Lemma 4.20] , an Exel system pA, α, Lq is a corner system if and only if α is extendible and (29) αpLpaqq " αp1qaαp1q, for all a P A.
Note that then both maps α and L are extendible and pMpAq, α, Lq is again a corner system. In unital case, systems pA, α, Lq satisfying (29) were called complete in [3] . One readily sees that an iteration pA, α n , L n q, n P N, of an Exel system pA, α, Lq is an Exel system, and if pA, α, Lq is a corner system then pA, α n , L n q is a corner system (one can check (29) inductively). Thus these systems can be treated as semigroup dynamical systems with the underlying semigroup N. We will consider systems over the more general semigroup G`. We will use [31, Lemma 4.20] to show that the following three 'corner systems' are actually different sides of the same 'coin'. They form a subclass of Exel-Larsen systems introduced in [35] , and they may be viewed as generalizations to the non-unital case of (finely representable) C˚-dynamical systems considered in [32] .
Recall that a C˚-subalgebra B of a C˚-algebra A is a corner in A if there is a projection p P MpAq such that B " pAp. In particular, an ideal I in a C˚-algebra is a corner in A if and only if it is complemented in A, that is if A is a direct sum of I and I K .
Definition 8.1. Consider two semigroup homomorphisms α : G`Ñ EndpAq and L : G`Ñ PospAq. We say that: (i) pA, G`, α, Lq is a semigroup corner (Exel) system if for each t P G`, pA, α t , L t q is a corner system. (ii) α is a semigroup of corner endomorphisms if each α t , t P G`, has a corner range and a complemented kernel (note that then α t is necessarily extendible and α t pAq " α t p1qAα t p1q). (iii) L is a semigroup of corner retractions if for every t P G`, L t pAq is a complemented ideal in A and the annihilator pker
Remark 8.2. Suppose that pA, G`, α, Lq is a semigroup corner system. Clearly t Þ Ñ α t and t Þ Ñ L t define semigroup homomorphisms α : G`Ñ EndpMpAqq and L : G`Ñ PospMpAqq. Thus pMpAq, G`, α, Lq is a semigroup corner system. In particular, pA, G`, α, Lq is a C˚-dynamical system in the sense of [35] and pMpAq, G`, α, Lq is a dynamical system in the sense of [32] . Note also, cf. [32, 2.2] , that (30) tα t p1qu tPG`Ď MpAq and tL t p1qu tPG`Ď ZpMpAqq are non-increasing families of projections (the latter are central).
Proposition 8.3. Let α : G`Ñ EndpAq and L : G`Ñ PospAq be two maps. The following statements are equivalent: (i) pA, G`, α, Lq is a semigroup corner system; (ii) α is a semigroup of corner endomorphisms, and for every t P G(
31)
L t paq " α´1 t pα t p1qaα t p1qq, a P A, where α´1 t is the inverse to the isomorphism α t : pker α t q K Ñ α t p1qAα t p1q; (iii) L is semigroup of corner retractions, and for every t P G(
32)
α| LtpAq K " 0 and α t paq " L´1 t paq, for a P LpAq,
In particular, if the above equivalent conditions hold, then α and L determine each other uniquely, and
Proof. By [31, Lemma 4.20] , for each t P G`the following statements are equivalent: ‚ pA, α t , L t q is a corner system; ‚ α t has a corner range, complemented kernel and L t is given by (31) ;
and α t is given by (32) ; and if these conditions are satisfied then (33) holds. Thus item (i) implies (ii) and (iii). To show (ii)ñ (i), we need to check that L t 's given by (31) satisfy the semigroup law. To this end, note that tα t u tPG`f orm a semigroup of endomorphisms of MpAq, and in particular tα t p1qu tPGì s a non-increasing family of projections, cf. [32, Page 405] . Thus for any t, s P G`and a P A we have L s pL t paqq " α´1 s pα s p1qL t paqα s p1qq " α´1 s pL t pα t pα s p1qqaα t pα s p1" α´1 s`α´1 t pα s`t p1qaα s`t p1qq˘" α´1 s`t pα s`t p1qaα s`t p1qq " L t`s paq.
Similarly, to show (iii)ñ (i) we need to check that α t 's given by (32) satisfy the semigroup law. To this end, note that L t p1q is a central projection in MpAq such that L t p1qA " L t pAq. In particular, α t is given by the formula
Moreover, since L s`t pAq " L t pL s pAqq Ď L t pAq we conclude that the family tL t p1qu tPG`i s non-increasing. Now, using (29) , for any t, s P G`and a P A we get α t pL s`t p1qq " α t pL t pL s p1" α t p1qL s p1qα t p1q " α t p1qL s p1q.
Hence α s pα t paqq " L´1 s pL s p1qα t paqq " L´1 s pL s p1qα t p1qα t paqq " L´1 s pα t pL s`t p1qqα t paqq " L´1 s pα t pL s`t p1qaqq " L´1 s pL´1 t pL s`t p1qaqq " L´1 s`t pL s`t p1qaq
" α s`t paq.
We also reveal a connection between semigroup corner systems pA, G`, α, Lq and the concept of an interaction group introduced in [15] . We emphasize that Exel in [15] considered arbitrary discrete groups but he assumed that the algebra A and the maps involved in an interaction are unital. Since the latter requirements applied to pA, G`, α, Lq would force α and L to act by automorphisms, we consider a version of [15, Definition 3 .1] where we drop the assumptions on units. We formulate it using our abelian group G. Definition 8.4 (cf. Definition 3.1 of [15] ). An interaction group is a triple pA, G, Vq where V : G Ñ PospAq is a partial representation, that is, V 0 " id, and
and for each g P G the pair pV g , V´gq is an interaction in the sense of [14] , that is in view of (34) it suffices to require that Proposition 8.5. Suppose that pA, G`, α, Lq is a semigroup corner system. Then putting
we get an interaction group V.
Proof. It is tempting to apply Proposition 13.4 from [15] . However, its proof relies in an essential way on the the assumption that the maps preserve units, which we dropped in our setting. Thus we need to prove it ad hoc. In particular, by [31, Proposition 4.13] we know that for each g P G, pV g , V´gq is an interaction. Hence it suffices to check (34) . To this end, note that for t P G`and a P A we have
We recall that the families of projections (30) are non-increasing. We proceed with a case by case proof: 1) If g, h ě 0 or g, h ď 0 then relations (34) hold by semigroup laws for α and L.
2) If g ď 0 ď h and h ď´g, then
" α h pα´g´hpL´g´hpa" α´gpL´g´hpaqq " pV´gV g`h qpaq.
3) If g ď 0 ď h and h ě´g, then
4) If h ď 0 ď g and g ě´h, then
8.2.
Fell bundles and C˚-algebras associated to semigroup corner systems. Let pA, G`, α, Lq be a semigroup corner system. The authors of [32] (who considered the case with A unital) associated to pA, G`, α, Lq a Banach˚-algebra ℓ 1 pG`, α, Aq and then constructed a faithful representation of ℓ 1 pG`, α, Aq on a Hilbert space. This regular representation induces a pre-C˚-norm on ℓ 1 pG`, α, Aq. Completion of ℓ 1 pG`, α, Aq in this norm yields the crossed product A¸α G`, see [32, Subsection 6.5] . In this subsection we generalize this construction to non-unital case, by making explicit the Fell bundle structure underlying the˚-Banach algebra ℓ 1 pG`, α, Aq. We associate to pA, G`, α, Lq a Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG defined as follows. For any t P G`, we denote by δ t and δ´t abstract markers and consider Banach spaces (36) B t :" taδ t : a P Aα t p1qu, B´t :" taδ´t : a P α t p1qAu naturally isomorphic to Aα t p1q and α t p1qA, respectively. We define the 'star' and the 'multiplication' operations by the formulas:
To understand where these relation come from, see Remark 8.11 below. The well-definiteness of (37) is clear, and with a little more effort, cf. the first part of proof of [32, Proposition 4.2] , it can also be seen for (38) .
Proposition 8.6. The family B " tB g u gPG of Banach spaces (36) with operations (37), (38) forms a Fell bundle.
Proof. The only not obvious axioms of a Fell bundle that we need to check, see, for instance [16, Definition 16.1] , are:
The first relation in (39) follows from the first part of the proof of [32, Theorem 4.3] , but can also be inferred directly from (38) . The second relation in (39) was checked in the second part of the proof of [32, Theorem 4.3] in the case when g`h`f ě 0. The case g`h`f ď 0 can be covered by passing to adjoints.
Definition 8.7. We call B " tB g u gPG constructed above the Fell bundle associated to the corner system pA, G`, α, Lq. We define the crossed product for pA, G`, α, Lq to be A¸α ,L G`:" C˚pBq, the cross sectional C˚-algebra of B. We will identify A with B 0 Ď A¸α ,L G`.
The crossed product A¸α ,L G`can be viewed as a crossed product for the semigroup α, for the semigroup L, or as a crossed product for the group interaction V given by (35) . To show this we use the following lemma, which is of its own interest. It is related to the problem of extension of a representation of a semigroup to a partial representation of a group, studied for instance in [16] Proof. Assume that U : G`Ñ B is a semigroup homomorphism attaining values in partial isometries. We only need to show, cf. [16, 9.2] , that putting V t :" U t and V´t :" Ut , for t P G`, we have
Since the product of two partial isometries is a partial isometry if and only if the corresponding initial and final projections commute, see [16, Proposition 12.8] , we conclude that the projections U t Ut , Us U s commute for all s, t P G`. We have the following cases:
V´h holds because V is a semigroup homomorphism when restricted to G`or to´G`.
5) If h ď 0 ď g and g ď´h, then
Proposition 8.9. Suppose pA, G`, α, Lq is a corner system. Let π : A Ñ BpHq be a nondegenerate representation and let U : G`Ñ BpHq be a mapping. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) U is a semigroup homomorphism, and U t πpaqUt " πpα t paqq, Ut πpaqU t " πpL t paqq, for all a P A, t P G`.
(ii) U is a semigroup homomorphism, and U t πpaqUt " πpα t paqq, πppker α t q K q Ď Ut U t πpAq, for all a P A, t P G`.
(iii) U is a semigroup homomorphism, and
(iv) U extends to a˚-partial representation V : G Ñ BpHq of G such that
where V is the group interaction given by (35).
Proof. (i)ô(ii). This follows from [29, Proposition 4.2]. (i)ñ(iii)
. This is clear because pker L t | M DpLtK " α t pAq, see (33) . (iii)ñ(i). Let a P A and t P G`. Denote by π : MpAq Ñ BpHq the unique extension of π to a representation of MpAq. Note that πpL t p1qq " Ut U t , so in particular U t is a partial isometry. Thus in view of (32) and (33) we get πpα t paqq " U t Ut πpα t paqqU t Ut " πpL t pα t pa" U t πpL t p1qaqUt " U t πpL t p1qqπpaqUt " U t πpaqUt .
(i)ñ(iv). This follows from Lemma 8.8 since πpL t p1qq " Ut U t is a projection and hence U t is a partial isometry, for every t P G`.
(iv)ñ(i). For t P G`, U t is a partial isometry and we necessarily have V´t " Ut . Moreover, πpL t p1qq " Ut U t and hence tUt U t u tPG`f orms a non-decreasing family of projections. Using this, for any t, s P G`, we get
This proves the equivalence of conditions (i)-(iv).
Theorem 8.10. For any corner system pA, G`, α, Lq there is a semigroup homomorphism u : G`Ñ MpA¸α ,L G`q taking values in partial isometries such that we have
and the elements of the form
where a t P Aα t p1q, a´t P α t p1qA, form a dense˚-subalgebra of A¸α ,L G`. The crossed product A¸α ,L G`is a universal C˚-algebra for pairs pπ, Uq satisfying the equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) in Proposition 8.9, in the sense that for any such pair the assignments (41) pπ¸Uqpa t u t q Þ ÝÑ πpa t qU t , pπ¸Uqput a´tq Þ ÝÑ Ut πpa´tq, t P G`, extend to a non-degenerate representation π¸U of A¸α ,L G`and every non-degenerate representation of A¸α ,L G`arises this way.
Proof. Recall that we identify B 0 " Aδ 0 with A. In particular, A is a non-degenerate C˚-subalgebra of A¸α ,L G`, that is ApA¸α ,L G`q " A¸α ,L G`. Moreover, if we let t P G`and tµ λ u be an approximate unit in A, then using (38) we get lim λ µ λ δ t aδ 0 " µ λ α t paqδ t " α t paqδ t and lim λ pµ λ δ t q˚aδ 0 " α t p1qµ λ aδ´t " α t p1qaδ´t.
Therefore, we conclude that lim λ µ λ δ t converges strictly to an element of MpA¸α ,L G`q. Let us denote it by u t , and note that we have u t aδ 0 " α t paqδ t and ut aδ 0 " α t p1qaδ´t. For any t, s P G`we have u t u s paδ 0 q " u t α s paqδ s " lim λ µ λ δ t α s paqδ s " lim λ µ λ α t pα s paqqδ t`s " α t`s paqδ t`s " u t`s paδ 0 q.
It follows that G`Q t u Þ ÝÑ u t P MpA¸α ,L G`q is a semigroup homomorphism. We have u t aδ 0 ut " α t paqδ 0 , ut aδ 0 u t " L t paqδ 0 , a P A, t P G`, which follows from the following calculations, where b P A is arbitrary:
u t paδ 0 qut pbδ 0 q " α t paqδ t¨αt p1qbδ´t " α t paqα t p1qbδ 0 " α t paqδ 0¨b δ 0 , ut paδ 0 qu t pbδ 0 q " α t p1qaδ´t¨α t pbqδ t " L t pα t p1qaα t pbqqδ 0 " L t paqbδ 0 " L t paqδ 0¨b δ 0 . This proves the first part of the assertion, because we clearly have a t δ t " a t u t and a´tδ´t " u˚ta´t for any a t δ t P B t , a´tδ´t P B´t, t P G`.
Assume now that the pair pπ, Uq satisfies equivalent conditions (i)-(iv). In view of Definition 8.7, to see that the maps in (41) extend to a representation of A¸α ,L G`it suffices to check that pπ¸Uqpaδ g q˚" pπ¸Uq`paδ g q˚˘, pπ¸Uq`aδ g¨b δ h˘" pπ¸Uqpaδ g qpπ¸Uqpaδ h q, for all aδ g P B g and bδ h P B h , g, h P G. The first of the above relations is clear and the second one is shown in the proof of [32, Proposition 5.3] .
If σ : A¸α ,L G`Ñ BpHq is an arbitrary non-degenerate representation it extends uniquely to a representation σ : MpA¸α ,L G`q Ñ BpHq. Clearly, putting πpaq :" σpaδ 0 q, a P A, U t :" σpu t q, t P G`, we get a pair pπ, Uq satisfying equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) and such that σ " π¸U.
Remark 8.11. Theorem 8.10 allow us to assume the following 'dictionary' determining the structure of A¸α ,L G`: we have aα t p1qδ t " au t , pα t p1qaqδ´t " ut a, t P G`, a P A, and then multiplication of these spanning elements is determined by relations (40) . In particular, these relations imply the following commutation relations:
aut " ut α t paq, u t a " α t paqu t , a P A, t P G`.
Note also that the above description makes explicit the fact that the C˚-algebra A¸α ,L Gc oincides with the crossed product studied in [32] when A is untial, see [32, Theorem 5.4 ].
Corollary 8.12. Let pA, G`, α, Lq be a corner system. The crossed product A¸α ,L G`is naturally isomorphic to Exel-Larsen crossed product introduced in [35, Definition 2.2].
Proof. By [35, Proposition 4 .3], we may identify Exel-Larsen crossed product for pA, G`, α, Lq with the quotient C˚-algebra T X {I K where T X is the Toeplitz algebra of a product system X " Ů tPG`X t naturally associated to pA, G`, α, Lq, see [35, Proposition 3.1] , and I K is an ideal in T X generated by differences i X paq´i ptq X pφ t paqq, for a P K t :" Aα t pAqA X φ´1 t pKpX tand t P G`, where i X : X Ñ T X is a universal representation of X in T X , i ptq X : KpX t q Ñ T X is the associated homomorphism, and φ t : A Ñ LpX t q is the left action of A on X t , t P G`. For more details see [35] . As shown in [35, Proposition 4.3] , there exists a semigroup homomorphism i G`: G`Ñ MpT X q such that putting i A :" i X | X 0 " i X | A we get that
A pAqi G`p tqq, and i G`p tq˚i A paqi G`p tq " i A pL t paqq, a P A, t P G`.
Moreover, the latter picture of T X is universal (note that the author of [35] considers also additional relations i G`p tqi A paq " i A pα t paqqi G`p tq, a P A, t P G`, but by [31, Proposition 4.3] they are automatic). In particular, the assignments i A paqi G`p tq Þ ÝÑ au t , a P A, t P G`, determine a well-defined surjective homomorphism Φ : T X Ñ A¸α ,L G`. This allows us to conclude that I K is generated by the differences i A pα t paqq´i G`p tqi A paqi G`p tq˚, for a P A and t P G`.
Accordingly, I K Ď ker Φ and Φ factors through to a surjective homomorphism Ψ : T X {I K Ñ A¸α ,L G`. By the universality of A¸α ,L G`, Ψ admits an inverse. Hence T X {I K -A¸α ,L G`. and we assume the identification { V g pAq " trπs P p A : πpV g pAqq ‰ 0u.
Lemma 8.13. The family pt { V g pAqu gPG , t p V g u gPG q is a partial action on p A which coincides with the opposite to the partial action dual to the Fell bundle B " tB g u gPG associated to pA, G`, α, Lq.
In particular, pt { V g pAqu gPG , t p V g u gPG q is a lift of a partial action ptPrimpV g pAqqu gPG , t q V g u gPG q on PrimpAq given by q V g pP q " AV´gpP qA, g P G;
in other words, q V´tpP q " Aα t pP qA and q V t pP q " L t pP q, for t P G`.
Proof. For any t P G`, we have Aα t pAqA " Aα t p1qA " B t¨B´t " D t and L t pAq " L t pα t p1qAα t p1qq " B´t¨B t " D´t. Thus, with our identifications, we have { L t pAq " p D´t and { α t pAq " trπs P p A : πpα t pAqq ‰ 0u " trπs P p A : πpAα t pAqAq ‰ 0u " p D t .
Let now π : A Ñ BpHq be an irreducible representation such that πpα t pAqq ‰ 0. Then p α t prπsq is the equivalence class of the representation π˝α t : A Ñ Bpπpα t pAqqHq. For any a i δ´t P B´t " α t p1qAδ´t, h i P H, i " 1, ..., n, we have
xh i , πpai a j qh j y p } " } ÿ i πpa i qh i } 2 .
Since πpα t pAqqH " πpα t p1qAqH, we see that aδ´t b π h Þ Ñ πpaqh yields a unitary operator U : B´t b π H Ñ πpα t pAqqH. Furthermore, for a P A, b P α t pAq and h P H we havé
B´t -Ind

Dt
D´t pπqpaqU˚¯πpbqh " B´t -Ind Dt D´t pπqpaq pbδ´t b π hq " pα t paqbq b π h " pα t paqbδ´tq b π h "´U˚pπ˝α t qpaq¯πpbqh.
Hence U intertwines B´t -Ind Dt D´t and π˝α t . Accordingly, p h´t " p α t and p h t " p α´1 t " p L t . This proves the first part of the assertion. To show the second part, we use the 'dictionary' from Remark 8.11. Then it is immediate that the corresponding Rieffel homeomorphisms, cf. (17) , are given by h t pIq " pAu t qIput Aq " Aα t pIqA, h´tpIq " put AqIpAu t q " L t pIq " AL t pIqA, for any I P IpAq and t P G`. Definition 8.14. We call pt { V g pAqu gPG , t p V g u gPG q and ptPrimpV g pAqqu gPG , t q V g u gPG q described above partial dynamical systems dual to the interaction V.
Before we state the main result of this subsection we need a lemma and a definition. (i) α t pIq " α t p1qIα t p1q for every t P G`, (ii) L t pIq " L t p1qI for every t P G`, (iii) V g pIq Ď I for every g P G, where V is the group interaction (iv) p I is invariant under the partial action pt { V g pAqu gPG , t p V g u gPG q. In particular, if the above equivalent conditions hold, then we have a quotient semigroup corner system pA{I, G`, α I , L I q where α I t paq " a`I and L I t paq " a`I, and its associated group interaction is given by V I g paq " a`I, for a P A, t P G`, g P G.
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i)-(iv) follows from [26, Lemma 2.22], which was proved for unital A but the proof carries over to the general case. The second part of the assertion is now clear. Theorem 8.17. Let pA, G`, α, Lq be a semigroup corner system, tV g u gPG its associated group interaction, and p V " pt { V g pAqu gPG , t p V g u gPG q and q V " ptPrimpV g pAqqu gPG , t q V g u gPG q the dual partial actions. Then (i) If p V is topologically free, then every pair pπ, Uq satisfying equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) in Proposition 8.9 such that π is faithful gives rise to a faithful representation π¸U of A¸α ,L G`.
(ii) If p V is residually topologically free, then the map J Þ Ñ J X A is a homeomorphism from IpA¸α ,L G`q onto the subspace of IpAq consisting of invariant ideals for pA, G`, α, Lq. (iii) If p V is residually topologically free, A is separable and G`is countable then we have a homeomorphism PrimpA¸α ,L G`q -OpPrim Aq,
where OpPrim Aq is the quasi-orbit space associated to q V. 
